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COMMERCIAL MARKETS

Our first session today is on Commercial Requirements.  I will begin with a brief

presentation to address the commercial markets.  After that we will hear the perspectives of ship

operators on issues of importance to them and to the discussion of sealift when undertaken by

commercial entities.

I would invite questions and comments from the participants.

The Commercial Markets

- Defining market as the supply of and demand for ships

I would like to kick off the session with a  short description of the commercial markets

that will probably have to be considered.  I am talking about the market as defined by the supply

of and demand for ships.  This afternoon, Ron Poulsen will present a model that has put some

numbers on the types of cargo moving on various trade routes and has addressed particular

cargo markets methodically, but for now, I would like to give a broad brush view of the markets

and make a few preliminary observations.

- These ships spend most if not all of their operating lives in commercial service.

Maintaining suboptimal ships in commercial trade is expensive and may carry

hidden costs.

I'd also like to suggest at the outset that you keep in mind that these ships, whether

specially designed or not, should spend most if not all of their operating lives plying the waters

in commercial service.  If they are not suited to their commercial mission, they will be orphaned

and become wards of the state.  In addition, maintaining suboptimal ships in commercial trade

carries a high price tag, and may cause ancillary problems in the ship operator's relations with

his customers and in the ability to integrate these ships with others in the fleet.
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- Ships must be more than "able" to be used in commercial service.  Utility of

commercial ships . . .  would they be adequate?

For a sealift program employing ships in commercial operation to succeed, the emphasis

has to be on designing ships that are not only able to be used in a commercial setting, but that

are indeed full-fledged commercial ships.  I am not convinced that commercial ships will not

be useful in a military mission.  Perhaps they are not optimal from a military standpoint, but

would they be adequate?

The RO/RO Markets

In discussing sealift, primary utility is accorded to roll on/roll off ships.  Ro/ro ships

serve routes where port facilities are inadequate or where short sea distances offset reduced

cargo carrying capacity with shortened port time.  Ro/ros useful in short sea service, such as in

the Caribbean, would probably have little military utility.  Thus the discussion concentrates on

the deepsea ro/ro market.

- The deepsea ro/ro market is being eroded.

As world economies develop (and recognizing that improved port and inland

transportation infrastructures fuel that development) containerships assume a dominant role.

In addition container ships are increasingly able to lift cargoes that were not previously

containerized . . . such as oversize cargo.  There are also high costs associated with vessel

replacement.

- Ro/ros will continue to serve selected niche markets.

"The Ro-Ro Market" by G.P. Wild (International) identifies 187 ro/ro containership and

ro/ro combination ships.  They operate in nearly every deepsea trade.  The report suggests that

at least one ro/ro operator may continue to serve every trade.  

In the Atlantic, machinery and equipment account for 30% of all Brazilian imports,

suggesting a continuing role for deepsea ro/ro in the East Coast South American trade.
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- Market for deepsea U.S.-flag ro/ro ships will be inadequate to meet military

resupply needs.

Although ro/ros will continue to serve selected niche markets, it is difficult to envision

that the commercial markets for U.S.-flag ro/ro ships will be adequately robust to meet military

resupply needs at any time in the foreseeable future.  Ro/ro may be part of a valid resupply

strategy, however.

Market for Vehicle Carriers

Another type of ship that often enters the sealift discussion is the automobile carrier or

the PCTC.  Worldwide, the demand for car carriers has been in decline for the last six year.

Further declines can be expected.  There are a number of reasons for this, which were

summarized eloquently in a Lloyd's List article by John Tavner of October 5, 1994.  Japanese

car exports have dropped due to the rising Yen and falling domestic production.  Many

manufacturers have chosen to locate automobile production plants overseas, closer to

consumers.  They call these "Transplants." 

Although the U.S. automobile market has been growing, most of the growth has been

absorbed by domestic consumption.  Containerization of car transport is a possibility.  The

article says that one advantage of containerizing would be reduction of damage to autos in

transit. 

- Market for American-made vehicles is strengthening.

We have recently been told about the turn around in Detroit: the American automaker

is producing cars that the rest of the world is willing to buy.  Lloyd's List predicts that a growing

source of demand for car carriers in the 1990s will be European imports of Japanese vehicles

built in the U.S.  

Lloyd's List expects Asian demand for imports of heavy equipment for capital projects

that will increase demand for ships able to accommodate "high and heavy" rolling units.

Perhaps this harkens back to ro/ro.  At any rate, such a ship would probably have greater
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military utility than a conventional car carrier as it suggests a ship that would weigh out rather

than cube out and have more suitable deck heights.

The foregoing suggests the possibility of an increased role for U.S.-flag or U.S.-

controlled automobile ships.  In addition, Congress has proposed reserving a portion of the

automobile import market to U.S.-flag ships.  Although this legislation did not get very far, the

idea is now on the table.  Automobile ships do, however, tend to be single-purpose.  Heavy,

oversize, military cargoes imply the need for significant structural adaptations to traditional car

carriers.  Wade Webster and Jim Raber have addressed some of those considerations in a recent

SNAME Chesapeake section presentation of an innovative, convertible PCTC design.  

Although auto carriers are an area of some promise, the size of this market is dwarfed

by the market for container ships.

The Containership Markets

- Containerships carry almost all general cargo on virtually every trade route.

Containerships improve ship productivity and facilitate other customer-service

features.

Virtually every trade route of any significance whatsoever today uses containers and

container ships for almost all general cargo.  There are a lot of good productivity reasons for

this.  The entire house-to-house intermodal revolution has been developed around this approach.

Observations:

(1) if large numbers of ships are needed to ensure adequate support for a mobilization

effort, the most logical pool from which to pull at least some of the ships is the pool of

containers carriers

(2) recognizing that not all military cargoes lend themselves to packing in containers,

a lot of what an army needs does fit into containers, and might ultimately make prestaging and

shipping easier 
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(3) given the pervasive use of containerships, virtually all ports have container

handling facilities.  If the concern is with destruction of the port infrastructure, an alternate

strategy could involve transshipping to a military ro/ro at a neutral location in the vicinity of the

theater, thereby optimizing the use of the military ro/ros and increasing the number of

commercial ships that could be drawn upon in an emergency.

When we speak of container ships, however, it is worth noting that each trade route or

type of route has peculiar requirements that drive variations in ship type.  In addition to the

obvious port, channel, and pier restrictions, certain routes demand the handling of specialized

cargoes such as refrigerated goods, liquids, heavy or oversized items.  Vessel size will ideally

be a function of, among other things, the volume of trade on the route and the frequency of

service.  Vessel speed and operational characteristics will be tailored to the requirements of the

service and schedule.

I won't say "Conclusion" because we're just getting started but I want to leave you with

two more thoughts to chew on.  In choosing to meet its resupply needs with commercially

operating ships, the military should be flexible in considering multiple types of vessels with

widely varying characteristics.

Another consideration which will be discussed more fully later is the relationship

between the number of ships available and cost of each ship to the government.  To be blunt,

ships operating commercially have a commercial role.  In supporting a regional conflict using

commercial ships, dislocations will occur.  If many ships may meet the need, the chance of

securing an adequate number of ships in a reasonable amount of time, while lessening the

hardship on any particular commercial service is enhanced.


